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[Insert Library Name] ANNOUNCES INVESTMENT IN DIVERSE BOOKS 

 

City, State, September 11, 2017— [Insert Library Name] announced today an investment in expanding 

its collection of diverse books.  [Insert Library Name] recognizes the profound and long-standing 

problem of diversity in children’s and teen literature and joins a rapidly growing number of libraries in 

the My Library. All Voices. #MLAV community outreach campaign aimed at engaging and exciting 

communities with a more personal, more profound reading experience.   

 

Over the past several decades, while diversity discussion in publishing may appear to be increasing, the 

actual percentage of books in which historically underrepresented children can find themselves has 

woefully plateaued. According to the latest statistics released this year by the Cooperative Children’s 

Book Center (CCBC), while 37 percent of the country’s population are people of color, only 11 percent 

of the children’s books published in the past 23 years contain multiracial content. The great majority of 

children’s and young adult books published in the U.S. are still being created by white authors and 

illustrators. In fact, black, latinx, and native authors combined wrote less than 6 percent of the new 

children’s books published in 2016. [Insert Library Name] is proud be a part of the My Library. All 

Voices. #MLAV campaign, to create an inclusive library and be part of the solution.  

 

[Insert Library Name] is now using Kirkus Collections, a new curation service from Kirkus Media, LLC 

available for order by Baker & Taylor, to build and continually update hand-curated collections with 

strict standards for sensitivity across thematic issues and literary merit.  In acquiring books through 

Kirkus’ diversity collections, [Insert Library Name] aims to better meet the specific diversity needs of its 

community.  My Library. All Voices. #MLAV is designed to help cardholders find books that will 

connect on a personal or cultural level for their children, as well as to highlight the importance of 

diverse reading at an early age. 

 

Kirkus Collections’ inaugural lists are the result of a process that builds on the diverse voices of Kirkus’ 

children’s and Young Adult reviewers and the work of the editors of Kirkus Reviews, with added input 

from a team of diversity experts who help ensure the selections meet modern standards of sensitivity and 

respect. The diversity collections are grouped in thematic lists within categories—race, ethnicity, 

religion, sexual orientation, or disability—and then further categorized by considering the desired 

reading experience, finally addressing the demand for contextual information around diversity content. 

This consideration of reading experience makes it possible for children to find books that teach about 

slavery or civil rights if they are looking to learn about history, for example, or points them to coming-

of-age stories with characters who experience similar social and family dynamics if they are seeking 

cultural identification.  

 

[Insert Library Social Feed handles] | https://www.kirkusreviews.com/diversity/ | My Library. All 

Voices. #MLAV | @KirkusReviews 
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